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ABSTRACT

We introduce a novel method to diagnose pronunciation er-
rors that are most critical to the intelligibility of L2 learners.
A preliminary study showed that error rates computed by a
speech recognition-based system can be used to characterize
intelligibility. We deduce a probabilistic algorithm to derive
intelligibility from error rates. We also define an error pri-
ority function that indicates which errors are most critical
to intelligibility. Experimental results proved the validity of
the approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Learning (CAPL)
research, stirred up by the improvement of computer hard-
ware andAutomatic Speech Recognition (ASR), has focused
on two areas: evaluation and instruction. While studies on
the correlation between acoustic features of speech and hu-
man judgements of intelligibility opened the way to auto-
matic evaluation of intelligibility ([1],[2]), innovative ap-
proaches to instruction were developed using ASR to detect
segmental and prosodic errors ([3],[4]). However, little has
been done to relate instruction and evaluation, and to provide
learners with feedback on which errors are most critical to
their intelligibility. This may result in sub-optimal learning
as students spend time on aspects of pronunciation that do
not noticeably affect intelligibility. In this paper, we propose
a new method to assess intelligibility from pronunciation er-
ror rates and spot the errors that are most critical to each
learner’s intelligibility.

2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ERROR RATES
AND INTELLIGIBILITY

2.1. Experimental Protocol

We conducted an experimental study of the relationship be-
tween10 selected pronunciation errors common among Japa-
nese speakers of English and human ratings of intelligibility.
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t of errors is given in Table 1. There were 16 subjects,
whom were students, faculty or staff members from
University. We recorded their reading of a passage
ed for pronunciation evaluation[5]. The recordings
ent to a qualified linguist who rated each subject’s
ibility from 1 (hardly intelligible) to 5 (perfectly in-
le). Pronunciation errors in the recordings were then
d usingASR, and each subject’s error rates were com-
We computed the average error rates of subjects of

ntelligibility level. Figure 1 shows the error rates of
evels.

esults

1 shows that the way error rates vary accross levels
s on the error. Students of different levels are grouped
ing to their performance on different error categories.
types of errors can be distinguished as follows.

Phonemic substitutions and deletion

se errors (number 1 to 4), only level-5 students have
error rate1 . The other students have an error rate of
10 to 30% greater depending on the error. The error
mong students of level 1 to 4 are equivalent.

Vowel non-reduction

rror (number 5) divides the students into 3 groups:
students have an error rate of 90%, students of level

have an error rate of 60− 70% and students of level 5
ts have an error rate of 40%.

Vowel insertion, H/F, V/B substitutions

errors (number 6 to 10) include syllable structure and
nsonant contrasts (/v-b/ and /h-f/). Level-1 students

all errors except error 6 (p < 0.2), all differences between average
es are significant at the 0.05 level.
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Fig. 1. Error rates averaged for each intelligibility level.

have larger error rates than other students. Students of level
2 to 5 have similar low error rates.

2.3. Linguistic Interpretation

These observations show that such aspects of pronunciation
as consonant clusters (affected by vowel insertion) or vowel
reduction need to be mastered in order to reach even average
levels of intelligibility. On the contrary, phonemic substitu-
tions and deletions, except for the two pairs H/F and V/B,
do not prevent speakers to be largely intelligible, since even
largely intelligible speakers (level 4) have high error rates.
These results are consistent with the position of most recent
linguists regarding the teaching of pronunciation[6]. Errors
such as vowel insertion and non-reduction which are related
to prosodic features such as syllable structure and stress are
considered to be more crucial to intelligibility than purely
segmental errors.
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3. INTELLIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT

robabilistic Models

on the findings of the preliminary study, we propose
abilistic approach to intelligibility assessment. Given
ed error rates O, our goal is to obtain the probability
e learner’s intelligibility level is i, (i ∈ {1..5}). This
ility, noted P (i|O), can be computed using Bayes

la:

P (i|O) ∝ P (i)P (O|i) (1)

P (i) is the ratio of level-i students in the considered
tion and P (O|i) is the probability distributions of the
ates for level-i speakers. Under the assumption that
or rates are statistically independent given the intel-
ty level, the overall probability distribution is given
O|i) =

∏
j P (rj |i), where P (rj |i) is the probability

ution of the jth error rate among students of level i.
del each P (rj |i) by a Beta distribution, defined on
y:

β(a,b)(x) = B(a, b)x(a−1)(1 − x)(b−1) (2)

a and b are parameters and B(a, b) is a normalizing
nt. Parameters are computed using data rated for in-
ility by a human judge. Combining equations 1 and

s to the following formula for the probability of level

P (i|O) = K
∏

j

β(a,b)i,j
(rj) (3)

K is a normalizing constant. We define the intelligi-
core as the expected value of the level:

I =
∑

i

i · P (i|S) (4)

the score can take any value in the range [1, 5].
Table 1. Errors detected by the system

Number Description Example word Erroneous pronunciation
1 Word-initial w/y deletion would u� d
2 SH/CH substitution choose � u� z
3 ER/A substitution paper p e� p �:
4 R/L substitution road l o � d
5 Vowel non-reduction student s t j u� d e n t
6 V/B substitution problem p r � v l � m
7 Word-final vowel insertion let l e t �:
8 CCV-cluster vowel insertion study s u t � d i
9 VCC-cluster vowel insertion active � k u t i v
10 H/F substitution fire h a� �r



Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients on cross-validation

3.2. Evaluation

3.2.1. Speech data and intelligibility ratings

We evaluated the algorithm on data containing both reading
passages and prepared oral presentations, featuring a total
of 42 Japanese subjects. Each subject was rated for intel-
ligibility by 3 associate professors of English at Japanese
universities. Inter-rater correlations were surprisingly low,
even after normalizing the scores to compensate for individ-
ual raters’ bias (0.6 on average). Therefore, evaluation was
conducted on each rater separately.

3.2.2. Closed evaluation

We trained the model (i.e. computed the error rate distribu-
tions for each level) on the whole set of speakers and esti-
mated the level of each speaker. The correlations between
the each rater and the corresponding machine score were re-
spectively 0.73, 0.84 and 0.78 (the rightmost bars in Figure
2), confirming the validity of the approach.

3.2.3. Take-one-out evaluation

In this case, we trained the model using 41 subjects and
estimated the intelligiblity of the remaining subject, and re-
peated this 42 times. Correlations were much lower, respec-
tively 0.52, 0.59 and 0.47. As well as the high variability
of the evaluation data, the fact that some levels contained
very few subjects (< 4) makes it harder to reliably estimate
probability distributions and degrades the performance of
the system.
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moothing the Distributions

Modelling the uncertainty of the error rates

pensate for these lack of data, we tried two approaches:
a probabilistic model of error rates and constraining
or rates’ probability distributions. In the former case,

of considering the error rate as a deterministic vari-
e model it by a belief distribution on [0, 1] whose

s the measured error rate and whose variance depends
number of observed patterns (the more observations,
aller the variance). We used Beta density functions to
them as well. Calculus yields an exact formula for
) as well, which replaces equation (3):

P (i|O) = KP (i)
∏

j

B(aj + a′
j , bj + b′j)

B(aj , bj)
(5)

a′
j and b′j are parameters of the belief distribution.

Constraining the distributions

cond improvement is based on the assumption that
r rates must decrease as intelligibility increases. We

this by constraining the rates of each error to be on a
sing sigmoid function of the level, instead of comput-

exact average from the training data. The sigmoid
d on the data by gradient descent using mean squares
Figure 3 gives an example of a sigmoid function fitting
ining data points for ER/A substitution (error 3).
e results of these modifications are summarized in Fig-
Both modifications improved the correlations, the best
being an average correlation of 0.6, obtained by com-
the two.
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Fig. 4. Average error rates and priority for VCC vowel in-
sertion (because some points are superimposed, less than 16
points appear).

4. DIAGNOSIS OF CRITICAL PRONUNCIATION
ERRORS

4.1. Error Priority

To determine which errors should be studied by a given
learner, we define the priority π(j, i) of error j at the in-
telligibility level i as the difference between the learner’s
error rate and the average error rate of level-i students, that
is:

π(j, i) = rj − 〈rj〉level−i students (6)

The priority π(j) of error j is defined as the expected value
of each level’s priority:

π(j) =
∑

i

P (i|O) · π(j, i) (7)

4.2. Example

Figure 4 gives an illustration of how error priority is affected
by the overall intelligibility of the student. In this example,
we consider a student whose error rate on error 9 (vowel in-
sertion in VCC clusters) is 0.15. Circles represent students
from the training samples and the dashed line connects the
average value for each intelligibility level. The distance be-
tween the horizontal line and the dashed line represents the
absolute value of the priority for this level. Priority is nega-
tive for level 1 (the student’s rate is below the average) and
positive for all other levels. Thus, this error is likely to be
proposed for study if the learner’s intelligibility level is 2 or
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because speakers of these levels usually master this er-
n the other hand, if the learner’s level is 1, other errors
re likely to be proposed to improve intelligibility.
computed error priorities for the 16 speakers of the

inary experiment and found that they agreed with sub-
judgements of the strengths and weaknesses of each
r. To conduct a formal evaluation, we have developed
type CAPL system that uses the algorithms presented
paper. Using this prototype, we hope to demonstrate
lidity of this algorithm and its applicability to real
situations.

5. CONCLUSION

oposed a probabilistic method to assess non-native
rs’ intelligibility. Our approach yields an explicit
of the relationship between intelligibility and error

We showed that it can be used to provide meaningful
ck to the learners on their strengths and weaknesses.
gh performance needs to be improved to be applied
tical systems, promising results were obtained, which
find applications in CAPL systems, and more gener-
telligent Tutoring Systems.
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